
Musical Skills and Theory

Listen & Appraise

Find the pulse as you are listening to music: Can 
you dance, get funky or find the groove?
The instrument/voices you can hear: male vocal, 
bass guitar, drums, decks. Can you recognise any 
of the instruments in the other songs?

Musical Activities
Find the Pulse: March in time to the pulse; be an 
animal that finds the pulse.
Clapping rhythms: Copy and clap back rhythms; 
clap the rhythm of your name; make up your own
Singing: Rap and Sing Hey you! In groups
Play instruments using one or two notes C or 
C+G
Improvise using notes C + G
Compose a simple melody using simple rhythms 
choosing from the notes C+D or C, D +E

Perform and Share
A performance of Hey You! to your audience –
with rapping,  singing and playing. Can you 
include some funky moves?

What should I already Know?
Children listen attentively in a range of situations. 
Children sing songs, make music and dance, and 
experiment with ways of changing them. 
•Begins to build a repertoire of songs and dances. 
•Explores the different sounds of instruments
They represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings 
through design and technology, art, music, dance, role 
play and stories.

Diagrams 

Vocabulary
Rhythm Follows the patterns of words – it 

is often different to the pulse.

Pulse The steady beat felt throughout 

the music
Pitch The “volume” of music 
Improvise Make up a tune and play it on the 

spot.
Compose Creating and developing music 

ideas.
Perform Singing and playing instruments

Audience Who you perform to.
rap Spoken rhythmical lyrics 

Decks The sound machine that DJs use.
Drums A percussion instrument
Bass The lowest pitch member of the 

guitar
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Composer

Hey You! 

By Joanna 

Mangona

Songs/Resources

Me, Myself And I by De La Soul 
Fresh Prince Of Bel-Air by Will 
Smith
Rapper’s Delight by The Sugarhill
Gang 
U Can’t Touch This by MC 
Hammer 
It’s Like That by Run DMC


